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Abstract. We show that Peccei - Quinn(PQ) symmetry can
⊗ be a natural outcome in the 3-31 model with right-handed neutrinos after imposing a Z11
Z2 symmetry. This symmetry is
suitable accommodated in this model when we augmented its spectrum by including a singlet scalar
field with large VEV. We work out the breaking of the PQ symmetry, yielding the axion, and
study the decay of axion into two photons. The result shows that the lifetime of axion is very long,
therefore the axion can play the role of the late decaying particle(LDP) in a dark matter and it is
stable in our universe.

I. INTRODUCTION
The most attractive candidate for solution of the strong-CP problem is PQ mechanism, where the CP-violating phase θ is explained by the existence of a new pseudoscalar field, called the axion [1]. At present, the axion mass is constrained by laboratory
searches [2] and by astrophysical and cosmological considerations [3] to between 10−6 eV
and 10−3 eV. If the axion has a mass near the low limit of order 10−5 eV, it is a good
candidate for the dark matter of the universe [4]. Besides that, an axino (the fermionic
partner of the axion ) naturally appears in SUSY models [5,6], which acquires a mass from
three - loop Feynman diagrams in a typical range between a few eV up to a maximum of 1
keV [7, 8]. Recently, the candidates for dark matter have been done in extended models
of the standard model, such as in the 3-3-1 models [9, 10], or in extra-dimensional gauge
fields [11].
In Refs. [9, 10], authors have studied the consequences of discrete symmetries in versions
of the 3-3-1 model. The important point is that, a PQ symmetry is almost automatic in
the classical Lagrangian of 3-3-1 models. It is only necessary to avoid a trilinear term in
the scalar potential by introducing a Z2 symmetry. Unfortunately even in this case the
PQ symmetry is explicitly broken by gravity effects. In order to stabilize the axion, we
must introduce local discrete symmetry ZN . In this paper we show that PQ symmetry
can be⊗a natural outcome in the 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos after imposing
a Z11 Z2 symmetry. After breaking the PQ symmetry yielding the axion we study the
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decay of axion into two photons in detail. Our purpose is to show that axion in the 3-3-1
model with right-handed neutrinos can play the role of LDP in the dark matter and it is
stable in our universe. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly present the
general structure of the 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos. In Sec. III we carry out
the analysis of PQ symmetry and axion. In Sec. IV we study the decay of axion into two
photons in detail. We outline our main results in the last section (Sec. V).

II. A REVIEW OF THE MODEL
The particle content in this model, which is anomaly free, is given as follows
ψaL = (νaL , laL , NaL )T ∼ (1, 3, −1/3),

laR ∼ (1, 1, −1),

(1)

where a = 1, 2, 3 is a family index. Here the right-handed neutrino is denoted by NL ≡
(νR )c .
QiL =

(

di , −ui , d′iL

uiR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3) ,

)T
L

)
(
∼ 3, 3, 0 ,

(
)T
Q3L = u3 , d3 , u′3 L ∼ (3, 3, 1/3),

diR ∼ (3, 1, −1/3) ,

U3R ∼ (3, 1, 2/3) ,

i = 1, 2,

d3R ∼ (3, 1, −1/3)(2)
.

Electric charges of the exotic quarks U and Dα are the same as of the usual quarks, i.e.
qU = 23 and qDα = − 13 . In order to generate the masses for the gauge bosons and fermions,
the model requires three triplets of scalars, namely
)
(
) (
1
′
χT = χ0 , χ− , χ 0 ∼ 1, 3, −
,
(3)
3
(
)
′
ρT = ρ+ , ρ0 , ρ + ∼ (1, 3, 2/3) ,

(4)

(
)
′
η T = η 0 , η − , η 0 ∼ (1, 3, −1/3) .

(5)

The Yukawa interactions which induce masses for the fermions can be written in
the most general form as
∗ ′
a
(LχY + LϕY ) =G1 QiL χu′3R + Gij
2 QiL χ djR + G3 Q3L ηuaR
∗
3a
+ Gia
4 QiL η daR + G5 Q3L ρdaR

+ Gia
6 QiL ρ∗uaR + hab f aL ρebR

(6)

+ h′ab ϵijk (f aL )i (fbL )cj (ρ∗ )k + h.c.,
where repeated indices mean summation.
In order to complete the spectrum we include an additional singlet scalar field,
ϕ ∼ (1, 1, 0), allowing for the desired discrete symmetry which will enable us to get an
axion protected under large gravitational contribution to its mass. We can write the most
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general potential for this model, renormalizable and gauge invariant
VH =µ2ϕ ϕ2 + µ2χ χ2 + µ2ρ ρ2 + µ2η η 2

(
)(
)
(
)(
)
+ λ1 χ4 + λ2 η 4 + λ3 ρ4 + λ4 χ+ χ η + η + λ5 χ+ χ ρ+ ρ
(
)(
)
(
)(
)
(
)(
)
(
)(
)
+ λ6 η + η ρ+ ρ + λ7 χ+ η η + χ + λ8 χ+ ρ ρ+ χ + λ9 η + ρ ρ+ η
(
)
(
)
(
)
+ λ10 (ϕϕ∗ )2 + λ11 (ϕϕ∗ ) χ+ χ + λ12 (ϕϕ∗ ) ρ+ ρ + λ13 (ϕϕ∗ ) η + η ,

(7)

and

(
)2
VN H =µ2χη χ+ η + f1 χ+ ηϕ + f2 χ+ ηϕ∗ + λ14 χ+ η + λ15 χ+ ηϕϕ + λ16 χ+ ηϕ∗ ϕ + λ17 χ+ ηϕ∗ ϕ∗
1
+ √ ϵijk (f3 ηi ρj χk + f4 ηi ηj ρk + f5 χi χj ρk ) + ϵijk (λ18 ηi ρj χk + λ19 ηi ηj ρk + λ20 χi χj ρk ) ϕ
2
(
)(
)
(
)(
)
ijk
+ϵ (λ21 ηi ρj χk + λ22 ηi ηj ρk + λ23 χi χj ρk ) ϕ∗ + λ24 χ+ ρ ρ+ η + λ25 χ+ η η + η
(
)(
)
(
)(
)
+λ26 χ+ η ρ+ ρ + λ27 χ+ η χ+ χ + H.c,
(8)
where VH and VN H are the hermintian and non-hermintian terms of the potential, respectively. Here we have all the necessary ingredients concerning the discrete symmetry to the
model.
III. PQ SYMMETRY AND AXION
A discrete symmetry ZN can naturally be accommodated when the theory has
enough number of fields in spectrum [9]. In order to seek for the valid solution to the
strong -CP problem, let us proceed further by first assigning the correct Z11 charges to
k
the fields. Defining ω ≡ e2πi 11 ,{k = 0, ±1, ... ± 5} the Z11 transformations are given by
ϕ → ω1 ϕ, faL → ω1−1 faL , ρ → ω1−1 ρ, daR → ω2−1 daR ,
χ → ω3 χ, (eR , u′3R ) → ω3−1 (eR , u′3R ), QiL → ω4 QiL ,
d′iR → ω4−1 d′iR , η → ω5 η, uaR → ω5−1 uaR , Q3L → ω0 Q3L .

(9)

Beside the Z11 symmetry we impose a Z2 symmetry that acts as
(ϕ, χ, d′R , u′3R ) → −(ϕ, χ, d′R , u′3R ).

(10)

With the remaining fields transforming trivial, the only term which remains in the nonhermitean potential is ηρχϕ. We have the stage settled to see that an automatic PQ arise
in the model. We start by assigning the PQ quantum numbers such that quarks of opposite
chiralities have opposite charges, yielding chiral quarks under UP Q transformation as
′

′

uaL → e−iαXu uaL , uaR → eiαXu uaR , u′3L → e−iαXu u′3L , u′3R → eiαXu u′3R ,
′

′

daL → e−iαXd daL , daR → eiαXd daR , d′iL → e−iαXd d′iL , d′iR → eiαXd d′iR .

(11)

For the leptons we can define their PQ charges by
eaL → eiαXe eaL , eaR → eiαXe eaR , νaL → eiαXν νaL , νaR → eiαXνR νaR .

(12)
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From The Yukawa couplings as well as the non-hermitean term ηρχϕ, we easily see that
PQ charges for the scalars are constrained and imply the following relations
Xd = −Xu , Xd′ = Xu′ , Xν = XeR , Xe = XνR

(13)

We can make the further choice Xd = Xd′ , leading to
Xd = Xd′ = −Xu = −Xu′ = −Xe = XeR = Xν = −XνR ,

(14)

implying that the PQ symmetry is chiral for the lepton too and the scalars transform as
ϕ → e−2iαXd ϕ, η 0 → e2iαXd η 0 , η − → η − , η ′0 → e2iαXd η ′0 ,
ρ+ → ρ+ , ρ0 → e−2iXd ρ0 , ρ′+ → ρ′+ , χ0 → e−2iαXd χ0 ,
χ− → χ− , χ′0 → e2iαXd χ′0 .

(15)

We note here that the condition Xd = −Xu is allowed in the context of the standard
model since in this case it is not possible to shift the θ. Finally, the most general potential
invariant under the 3-3-1 model and PQ symmetry ( or Z11 ⊗ Z2 ) is written as
V (η, ρ, χ) = VH + λϕ ϵijk ηi ρj χk ϕ + H.c.

(16)

This potential allows us to obtain the mass eigenstate for the scalars, so we can identify the
Goldstones which are absorbed by the massive gauge bosons an extract the axion in terms
of the interaction eigenstates. To accomplish this, let us consider that only χ′0 , ρ0 , η 0 and
ϕ develop a vacuum expectation value (VEV)and expand such fields around their VEV’s
in the standard way
)
1
1 (
η 0 = √ (vη + Rη + iIη ) , χ′0 = √ vχ′ + Rχ′ + iIχ′ ,
2
2
1
1
ϕ = √ (vϕ + Rϕ + iIϕ ) , ρ0 = √ (vρ + Rρ + iIρ ) .
2
2

(17)

Regarding the pseudo-scalars, we can easily obtain the Goldstone bosons and identify the
axion [10]
(
)
1
a≃ √
Iϕ − V Iχ′ ,
2
1+V
v

(18)

′

where V = vχϕ .
Let us remark that, if vϕ ≫ vχ′ then axion of the model is imaginary part of the singlet
ϕ, as expected.
IV. AXION DECAY INTO TWO PHOTONS
From Eq.(18) we can see that axion in this model has small component of Iχ′ ,
so axion is invisible being almost exclusively the imaginary part of the singlet ϕ, which
couples only to the exotic quarks. This to conclude that axion in this model can be the
candidate for cold dark mater. For more detail, now we calculate the decay of axion into
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two photons in detail. The coupling of axion with photon is defined through the effective
Lagrangian term
Laγγ =

caγγ
a(x)Feµν F µν
32π 2 vP Q

(19)

In this model only exotic quarks participate in the loop leading to the above anomaly
term, which leads to [10]
2 ∑
caγγ = −
Xq′ Q2q′ ≃ 0.44
(20)
3vP Q
If the axion is light enough in which it’s mass is comparable to gravitino mass, then the
axion can not decay into two gluons but decays into two photons. The amplitude for the
decay of axion into two photons is
< f |M | i >=

icaγγ
ϵλ (k1 )k1α k2µ ϵαλσµ ϵσ (k2 )
32π 2 vP Q

After some calculations, we obtain the decay rate
(
)2
caγγ
1
Γ(a → γγ) =
m3a
64π 32π 2 vP Q

(21)

(22)

Note that the value Γ varies very widely because of the strong dependence on the axion
mass.
1
−1 [12],
For the axion mass in region10−6 eV ≤ma ≤10−3 eV and note that [GeV ]1 = 6.6×10
−25 sec
the dependence of the decay rate and the lifetime of the axion on its mass is shown in
Table 1
Table 1

ma (eV )
10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6
−1
Γ(sec ) × 9.4 10−64 10−67 10−70 10−73
τ (sec) × 1.06
1063
1066
1069
1072
From the Table 1, we can see that the lifetime of axion is very long, therefore the
axion can be a good candidate for LDP in the dark mater. It is interesting to note that
axion lifetime is much larger the age of the universe (∼ 1017 sec), therefore axion oscillation
still exists until now.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos and
show⊗that PQ symmetry can be a natural outcome in this model after imposing the
Z11 Z2 symmetry. We work out the breaking of the PQ symmetry, yielding the light
axion, and study the decay of axion into two photons in detail. The result shows that the
lifetime of axion is very long, therefore the axion can play the role of the late decaying
massive particle in the dark matter and it is stable in our universe.
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